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Abstract: We provide initial electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) findings on the electronic structure of 
iron-containing bleomycin and its activated oxygen. Q-Band (34 GHz) ENDOR has resolved hyperfine couplings 
from the activated 17O oxygen that originates in isotopically enriched X10i gas. The largest 17O hyperfine coupling, 
approximately 27 MHz, was best resolved at an intermediate g-value (gy = 2.17), and a smaller hyperfine coupling, 
approximately 10 MHz, was resolved at the extremal gz (gmax) and gx (gmin) features as well as at gy. The wider 
frequency range and anisotropy of 17O ENDOR features from activated oxygen in bleomycin were in marked contrast 
to the narrow ENDOR feature of the activated oxyferryl oxygen of horseradish peroxidase compound I (Roberts, J. 
E.; Hoffman, B. M.; Rutter, R.; Hager, L. P. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1981, 103, 7654-7656). The implication of this 
contrast is that the electronic structure of the activated oxygen differs markedly in the two compounds. The agreement 
between Q-band ENDOR-resolved hyperfine couplings and hyperfine couplings estimated from X-band EPR line 
broadening at gx suggests that there is a large hyperfine coupling to only one oxygen. Hydroperoxide has been 
indicated as an iron ligand for activated bleomycin (Sam, J. W.; Tang, X-J.; Peisach, J. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1994, 
116, 5250—5256), and strong hyperfine coupling to one oxygen is compatible with end-on ligation of the 
hydroperoxide. Exchangeable proton ENDOR patterns, well separated at Q-band from 14N and 17O features, had 
maximal couplings of the order 13 MHz near the gz axis, as might be expected for protons which are hydrogen 
bonded to first shell amine nitrogen or oxygen axial ligands. Activated bleomycin and ferric bleomycin (prepared 
by chelating ferric ion with bleomycin) differed in details of their proton ENDOR. Nitrogen (14N) ENDOR features 
and hyperfine couplings resembled those of low-spin ferric heme and imidazole nitrogens. 

Introduction 

When ferrous bleomycin [Fe(II)-BLM] is exposed to O2, a 
transient activated form of bleomycin (Act-BLM) appears which 
embodies the drug's DNA-cleaving activity.la_g Act-BLM 
induces DNA strand scission through an oxidative pathway 
thought to involve free radical intermediates.2"-0 Isotope studies 
have shown that oxygen originally provided as O2 is activated 
and finds its way ultimately to H20.3a Electrospray mass 
spectrometry has strongly suggested that activated bleomycin 
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is a ferric hydroperoxide, formally HOO-Fe(IQ)BLM,3b and the 
magnitude of an oxygen kinetic isotope effect on breakdown 
of Act-BLM has indicated a rate-limiting 0—0 bond cleavage.3' 
In DNA scission, transfer of oxygen directly from Act-BLM to 
DNA does not occur, but Act-BLM can directly transfer oxygen 
to olefinic substrates.3d Thus Act-BLM is not only a DNA-
damaging entity but also a possible model for iron-containing 
enzymes that activate O2 and incorporate oxygen into substrates. 

Although BLM itself has not been crystallized, two-
dimensional NMR4a_c shows that it has a metal binding domain 
which provides nitrogen ligands for the iron, a bithiazole domain 
which relates to DNA binding, and a mannose-gulose sugar 
domain. Takahashi and co-workers3e pointed out that there is 
"general agreement that the nitrogens of/3-aminoalynyl second
ary amine, pyrimidine, and imidazole are equatorial ligands to 
the iron"; they provided evidence that deprotonated amide 
nitrogen is a fourth ligand while OH- serves as an axial ligand 
for Fe(III)-BLM.3e Spectroscopy of models for the iron-binding 
portion of bleomycin indicates a primary amine nitrogen as one 
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of the axial ligands.5ab EPR la_f and NMR4a have revealed that 
there is a site open to external axial ligands like CO, NO, or 
oxygen. The g-values of Act-BLM (2.26, 2.17,1.94) are those 
of low-spin ferric iron, and after preparation of Act-BLM with 
, 702, broadening of EPR features has demonstrated ligation by 
oxygen(s).ld EPR from non-activated ferric bleomycin [Fe(HI)-
BLM] has shown g-valuesla'd of (2.45,2.18,1.89) such as those 
of low-spin ferric cytochrome P450.le'6 This article shows the 
suitability of ENDOR for obtaining structural information on 
BLM and is the start to probing the intimate electronic structure 
of iron-containing bleomycin both alone and, ultimately, as 
perturbed by its DNA substrate. 

Experimental Section 

Materials. To provide a Q-band sample of Fe-BLM consisting 
overwhelmingly of activated bleomycin, methods of ref Ie were used. 
The bleomycin source was Bristol-Myers. Act-BLM for Q-band was 
prepared in a 1:1 water-ethylene glycol glass with 100% 1602 or with 
isotopically enriched (82.7%) ,702- The final concentration of the 50-
^L Q-band Act-BLM sample was 0.5 mM Fe, 0.7 mM BLM, 20 mM 
HEPES, 2 mM NADH, 0.05 PMS, 50% (v/v) ethylene glycol. To make 
the sample, 88 ̂ L of aqueous 1.6 mM BLM, 45 mM Na-HEPES, pH 
7.8, were equilibrated with 82.7 atom % 1702 (Isotec Chemicals) at 0 
0C in a septum-stoppered 1.5 mL tube, and 4 ^L each of 100 mM 
NADH, 25 mM FeII(NH4)2(S04)2-6H20, and 2.5 mM phenazine 
methosulfate (PMS) were added with mixing at intervals of 15 s, 
followed by 100 /XL of ethylene glycol. The sample was frozen in 
liquid nitrogen about 1 min after addition of the Fe(II). The rapid 
passage Act-BLM spectra (provided to the reviewers) showed little 
contamination with Fe(III)-BLM. A sample of Fe(III)-BLM was 
prepared by adding 21 /*L of 0.1 M Fe111NH4(SO4)^nH2O to 399 ^L 
of 6.4 mM BLM, followed by 105 /iL of 0.2 M Na-HEPES buffer, pH 
7.8. This was lyophilized, reconstituted with 1:1 watenethylene glycol, 
and frozen for spectroscopy as above to give a sample of 2 mM 
concentration in Fe(III)-BLM. Samples requiring solvent deuteration 
were prepared in 99.9% D2O and 99% perdeuterated ethylene glycol 
(MSD Isotopes). 

Methods. X-Band (9.2 GHz) ENDOR was carried out as described 
in ref 7. Q-Band (34 GHz) ENDOR measurements were performed 
with a home-made newly developed, cryogenically tunable Q-band 
EPR/ENDOR system having 100 KHz field modulation and ENDOR 
RF provided by wires internal to the EPR cavity. The system uses the 
ER 051 QG-D Bruker Q-band bridge having a Gunn diode source. For 
a several-fold increase of 14N and 17O ENDOR signal intensity, noise 
broadening of the ENDOR RF was used following methods of ref 8. 
Microwave power settings for the X-band spectrometer had previously 
been calibrated vs an X-band power meter in combination with a 
precision attenuator, and Q-band microwave power settings were taken 
from the attenuator dial of the ER 051 QG-D bridge. In computing 
peak frequencies and hyperfine couplings, the frequencies of ENDOR 
features were corrected for shifts in the direction of the sweep. From 
spectra swept in opposite directions, the average frequency was 
obtained. For example, in Figure 1 which was experimentally swept 
from low to high frequency, the peaks are shifted from their average 
frequency to a higher frequency by about 1.5 MHz. 

For EPR spectral simulations, our goal was to fit with a minimal 
number of adjustable parameters the 'EPR line broadening. The 
adjustable parameters were the 17O electron nuclear hyperfine coupling 
and the number (either 1 or 2) of equivalent 17O nuclei. The fractional 
17O enrichment, / (=0.827 for ENDOR samples), would give the 
following statistical distribution of species: (1) for a single, magnetically 
coupled oxygen a fraction (1 — f) having no '7O and a fraction/having 
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Figure 1. ENDOR spectra over a 1-27-MHz range, all from Act-
BLM. All samples shown were in protonated solvent. X-Band Spectrum 
A was taken at gy = 2.17 from Act-BLM prepared with 16O2- Conditions 
were T = 4.2 K, microwave power ~1 ,«W, magnetic field ~3.01 KG, 
EPR frequency ~9.17 GHz, RF ~0.5 G p.t.p. (peak-to-peak), frequency 
sweep rate 2.6 MHz/s, instrumental time constant 0.05 s, 100 KHz 
field modulation ~1.2 G p.t.p, 10 min of signal averaging. The proton 
features noted "Ex" were exchangeable, g-band Spectrum B was taken 
at g - 2.25 from Act-BLM prepared with 82.7% 17O2. Conditions were 
T = 1.7 K, microwave power ~3 ^W, magnetic field 10.82 KG, EPR 
frequency 34.0 GHz, RF ~0.5 G p.t.p, frequency sweep rate 2.6 MHz/ 
s, instrumental time constant 0.1 s, 100 KHz field modulation ~1 G 
p.t.p., 1.9 h signal averaging, g-band Spectrum C was taken at g = 
1.96 from Act-BLM prepared with 82.7% 17O2. Conditions were the 
same as for B except that the field was 12.24 KG and 5.4 h of signal 
averaging were used. 2-Band Spectrum D was taken at g = 2.17 from 
Act-BLM prepared with 82.7% 1702. Conditions were the same as for 
B except that the field was 11.18 KG and 1.75 h of signal averaging 
were employed. 2-Band Spectrum E was taken at g = 2.17 from Act-
BLM prepared with naturally abundant ,602 showing 14N couplings. 
Conditions were the same as for D except that 1 h of signal averaging 
was employed. The position of this 14N feature moved by less than 1 
MHz over the entire EPR line shape of Act-BLM. 

one 17O; (2) for two magnetically equivalent oxygens a fraction (1 — 
f)2 having no 17O, a fraction 2J{1 — f) having one 17O, and a fraction/ 
having two 17O. In order to eliminate a need for additional line shape 
parameters, we used the experimental 16O-Ad-BLM EPR line shape 
as the starting point for simulations of 170-broadened spectra. To 
simulate a contribution from a species having one 17O, we convoluted 
the 16O experimental line shape with a (1:1:1:1:1:1) pattern, and to 
simulate a contribution from a species having two equivalent 17O, we 
convoluted the 16O experimental line shape with a (1:2:3:4:5:6:5:4:3: 
2:1) pattern. The theory used to relate the EPR line shape increase in 
170-containing activated bleomycin only depended on determination 
of one component of hyperfine coupling at the minimal g-value, gx, 
and not on an elaborate multiparameter fitting routine. 

Results and Discussion 

X-Band ENDOR Results. At X-band the major ENDOR 
features from Act-BLM (spectrum IA) were proton features 
centered at the free proton frequency, VNMR, near 13 MHz.9a 

Some of these proton features were exchangeable in deuterated 
solvent. There were features in the 3—5-MHz region which 
were similar in appearance and frequency to those of heme and 
imidazole nitrogen in low-spin ferric heme7 where nitrogen 
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features observed at X-band centered at !'/2A1H- 14v|, i.e., in 
the V+ branch.9b The coupling, |AN|, of such features was in the 
5—6-MHz range. The present features probably represent an 
overlapping compendium of similar couplings from several of 
the liganding nitrogens. The corresponding 14N features of 
spectrum IE at Q-band peaked at 6.1 ± 0.3 MHz, and since 
14V = 3.4 MHz at Q-band, |AN| = 5.2 ± 0.3 MHz. 

17O ENDOR and EPR Results. Even with solvent deu-
teration we resolved no features in X-band ENDOR of Act-
BLM that we could unambiguously attribute to 17O couplings.10a_c 

The compendium of proton ENDOR features near 13 MHz 
interfered with 17O resolution.10d The fields used for Q-band 
shift the protons to frequencies >30 MHz.9a Spectra IB, IC, 
and ID, taken at Q-band from Act-BLM prepared with l702, 
showed new features attributable to 17O in the 9—23-MHz 
region. Such features were not observed in spectrum IE from 
Act-BLM prepared with 16O2. 

For 17O ENDOR one expects a V+ branch of 17O ENDOR 
features centered at I1M17 + 17v| and a v~ branch centered at 
|'/2A

17 — ,7v|.n The V+ branch has in other work generally 
been the more intense. 10b'c In our work we expected to observe 
the V+ branch because the v~ branch is weak and falls near O 
MHz.12 At extremal g-values {gz = gmax or gx = gmin) the 
magnetic field typically picks out a small spread of orientations 
that are close to the respective g tensor direction. Within such 
orientations well-defined single-crystal-like ENDOR patterns 
occur that reflect a single effective value of the hyperfine 
coupling rather than a spread of values arising from a powder 
pattern.13a_c Close to gz there was indeed a single, relatively 
narrow, structureless 17O ENDOR feature (spectrum IB, feature 
I), with a peak frequency of 9.8 ± 0.3 MHz; its hyperfine cou
pling was computed as 7.1 ± 0.3 MHz. At gx (spectrum IC) 
there was an ENDOR pattern of at least three features (II, III, 
IV) at 10 ± 0.6,13.1 ± 0.6 , and 17.4 ± 0.8 MHz, respectively. 
The hyperfine coupling of the central feature III was computed 
as 11.9 ± 0.6 MHz. It is likely that the three-line structural 
detail of spectrum IC represents the central part of a quadrupolar 

(9) (a) For protons the first-order ENDOR frequency is vH = |VNMR ± 
AH/2|, where AH is the electron proton hyperfine coupling, (b) For a 14N / 
= 1 nucleus the first-order ENDOR frequencies are as follows: the v+ 

branch at v+ = IV2A
1" + 14V ± Q\ and the v~ branch at v~ = I1Z2A

1"1 - 14V 
± Q|, where AN is the 14N hyperfine coupling, 14V is the nitrogen NMR 
frequency (~0.9 MHz at 3 KG and 3.4 MHz at 11.2 KG), and Q is the 
quadrupole coupling. 
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17 + 17v|, IV2A
17 + 17V ± 30|, IV2A

17 + 
17V ± 6Q| and the v~ branch at |V2A

17 - 17v|, |V2A
17 - 17V ± 3Q|, IV2A

17 

- 17V ± 6Q|. A17 is the hyperfine coupling, 17V (6.24 MHz at 10.82 KG, 
6.45 MHz at 11.18 KG, and 7.17 MHz at 12.42 KG) is the 17O nuclear 
Zeeman interaction, and Q is quadrupolar coupling. In terms of the fre
quently used quadrupole coupling constant, e2qQ, the quadrupole coupling 
which we use in our ENDOR expressions is Q = e2qQ/[2l(2I-l)h] = e2<jQ/ 
(20ft). 

(12) Had the v~ branch been in the frequency range 12—15 MHz, we 
would have predicted a v+ branch in the 25—30 MHz range and larger 17O 
hyperfine couplings that would have led to a much more broadened EPR 
line width. Neither a 25-30-MHz ENDOR feature nor a broader EPR line 
width were observed. 

(13) (a) Hoffman, B. M.; Martinsen, J.; Venters, R. A. J. Magn. Reson. 
1984, 59, 110-123. (b) Hoffman, B. M.; Venters, R. A.; Martinsen, J. J. 
Magn. Reson. 1985, 62, 537-542. (c) Hoffman, B. M.; DeRose, V. J.; Doan, 
P. E.; Gurbiel, R. J.; Houseman, A. L. P.; Telser, J. In Biological Magnetic 
Resonance, Vol. 13: EMR of Paramagnetic Molecules; Berliner, L. J.; 
Reuben, J., Eds.; Plenum Press: New York, 1993. 

pattern with splitting (3(2) of ~3.5 MHz and \Q\ ~ 1.2 MHz.14ab 

Quadrupole couplings have been reported from 170-hydrogen 
peroxide which translate into a value of \Q\ = 0.8 MHz.'5 

At the intermediate g-value (gy = gi„ter) the EPR and ENDOR 
intensities were largest, but at the intermediate g-value numerous 
orientations may contribute and broad powder ENDOR patterns 
result.13a-c At gy (spectrum ID) ENDOR intensity stretched 
from a broad peak (feature V) at 11.5 ± 0.6 MHz to a shoulder 
(denoted VI) at 20 ± 1.2 MHz; the hyperfine coupling of feature 
V was computed as 10.1 ± 0.6 MHz (similar to the hyperfine 
coupling measured at gx and gz) and the hyperfine coupling of 
the shoulder from feature VI as 27 ± 1.2 MHz. 

ENDOR measures ligand hyperfine coupling with consider
able resolution but gives less information on the number of 
identical contributing ligands. Because the EPR absorption line 
shape depended on hyperfine couplings and the number of 
contributing ligands, EPR line broadening gave information 
complementary to ENDOR. X-Band EPR line broadenings 
were observed at gy and gx but not at gz.

W6 The gx feature 
showed 170-induced broadening and, unlike the gy feature, was 
at an extremal g-value where the complication of many 
orientations should be less. Experimental EPR traces of the 
,70-induced line broadening at gx for samples having 82.7 atom 
% enrichment of 17O2 are shown in the supporting information 
(Figure 1-S, A and B). From simulations (Figure 1-S, C and 
D) at gx we estimated that a one-oxygen model gave its best fit 
with a hyperfine coupling of 4.4 G = 12 MHz and a 
two-equivalent-oxygen model gave an equally good fit with a 
hyperfine coupling of 3.2 G = 8.7 MHz. Our ENDOR estimate 
of the hyperfine coupling at gx was 11.9 MHz. The average 
coupling fpr the overall pattern (II, III, IV) is definitely not as 
small as 8.7 MHz.,4b 

17O Discussion. Act-BLM contains the same number of 
oxidizing equivalents as compound I of horseradish peroxidase 
(HRP), i.e., two reducing equivalents are required to discharge 
Act-BLM to Fe(III)-BLM.lf'3b In HRP compound I, one 
oxidizing equivalent exists as the porphyrin jr-cation radical 
while the other oxidizing equivalent involving the ENDOR-
detectable activated oxygen is a S = 1 oxyferryl (FeIV=0) 
moiety, spin coupled to the ^-cation. The activated oxygen of 
the oxyferryl moiety, which was the first activated oxygen to 
be probed by ENDOR, gave a single sharp ENDOR feature 
lacking quadrupolar structure with hyperfine coupling in the 
17—19-MHz range.16 In contrast, the iron of Act-BLM is in a 
low-spin ferric state.la,de The spectral anisotropy and generally 
broader 17O ENDOR features of activated oxygen in Act-BLM 
are markedly unlike those observed by ENDOR of the oxyferryl 
oxygen of HRP compound I. 

The differences in 17O ENDOR spectra taken at gz, gy, and 
gx were clear evidence for anisotropy in the hyperfine interac
tion. The smaller hyperfine couplings (|AJ ~ 10 MHz) 
measured at gx and gz showed that there is a plane of smaller 
17O hyperfine couplings occurring at or near the gx—gz plane. 
It is hard to envision a scenario where the maximal hyperfine 
coupling also lies in this gx—gz plane of small hyperfine 

(14) (a) According to ref 11 above, the V+ branch for / = V2
 17O would 

ideally be expected to have five features, split from each other by the 
quadrupolar splitting, 3Q. Within the signal-to-noise of spectrum 1 C at gx 
we cannot rule out the possibility of a fourth weak 17O feature near 20 
MHz, and a fifth '7O feature which may be obscured under the 14N feature 
near 7 MHz. (b) If their ENDOR frequencies could be ascribed entirely to 
hyperfine and nuclear Zeeman interactions exclusive of a quadrupolar 
contribution, the hyperfine couplings calculated from Features II, III, and 
IV would respectively be 5.7, 11.9, and 20.5 MHz; the average of these 
three couplings is 12.4 MHz. 

(15) Lumpkin, 0.; Dixon, W. T. /. Chem. Phys. 1979, 71, 3510-3511. 
(16) Roberts, J. E.; Hoffman, B. M.; Rutter, R.; Hager, L. P. J. Am. 
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couplings. The maximal hyperfine coupling would occur 
perpendicular to the gx—gz plane, suggesting that Au is near the 
gy tensor direction, although without detailed analysis,13a_c we 
cannot say with what precision A\\ is aligned along gy. Still, it 
is significant that the largest 17O hyperfine coupling (|A||| ~ 27 
MHz) was experimentally measured from the frozen solution 
EPR pattern at the intermediate g-value of gy}1 The difference 
between |A||| and |AjJ is ~17 MHz. The difference between 
A11 and Ai for a single unpaired oxygen p electron is 420 
MHz.18 If our A]| and Ai difference were entirely due to the 
hyperfine anisotropy of unpaired spin in a p;r* orbital, that 
orbital would contain ~4% of an unpaired electron, and the 
lobes of the pjr* orbital would point along the Ay tensor 
direction. (For the oxyferryl oxygen of HRP compound I the 
spin density on the 17O arose from a spin-coupled excited state 
and the amount of unpaired electron spin actually on the oxygen 
was significant, ~25% in HRP compound I,16 larger than the 
above 4%.) 

Taylor has related the g-tensor for a low-spin ferric ion to 
the orbital contributions of d^, dxz, and dyz orbitals.19 For the 
g-values of Act-BLM his treatment (eq 5 of ref 19) predicts 
that the vast majority of spin on the iron be in the dyz orbital; 
the orbital coefficient of the dyz orbital for Act-BLM is >0.99. 
The treatment of Taylor does not inherently specify the ligand 
axes that coincide with x, y, or z directions. However, the 
transfer of electron spin between metal and activated oxygen 
would best occur if there is overlap between an oxygen p;t* 
orbital and the dyz orbital. The line of maximum overlap 
between a spin-containing oxygen pjr* orbital and the metal 
dyz orbital should parallel the direction of maximal 17O hyperfine 
coupling which is the direction of Au and (here) approximately 
the direction of gy. 

The agreement between ENDOR-resolved hyperfine cou
plings and hyperfine couplings estimated from EPR line 
broadening at gx is consistent if there is one contributing oxygen 
to the EPR pattern. The single relatively narrow ENDOR 
feature at gz is also consistent with coupling to one oxygen.20 

If the iron ligand is hydroperoxide,3b it seems unlikely that 
hydroperoxide would have identical oxygen hyperfine couplings 
from each of its oxygens if one hydroperoxide oxygen is bound 
to iron and the other to a proton. A conceivable mode of 
hydroperoxide ligation would be end-on ligation by the oxygen 
whose hyperfine coupling we measure by ENDOR. We propose 
that there could be a smaller hyperfine coupling to the more 
distant hydroperoxide oxygen that has not yet been measured 
by ENDOR and might best be measured by ESEEM. 

Q-Band Proton ENDOR Results. Proton ENDOR is shown 
in Figure 2 for Act-BLM and for Fe(III)-BLM as obtained near 
gz, gy, and gx. Close to the maximal (gz) g-value proton 
couplings of the order 13 MHz were observed from protons 
which were found to be exchangeable (spectra 2A and 2B). With 
Act-BLM there was a notable additional exchangeable feature 
with coupling of about 7 MHz. At the intermediate (gy) g-value 

(17) Note that ENDOR spectra obtained at the intermediate gy value 
include not only include orientations along the gy direction but also 
orientations intersecting the gx - gz plane so that they also show the minimal 
hyperfine coupling as well as the maximal. 

(18) Cohen, A. H.; Hoffman, B. M. J. Phys. Chem. 1974, 78, 1313— 
1320. See Table I of this reference for an estimate of dipolar coupling (A\\) 
to a spin in a 2p oxygen orbital. 

(19) Taylor, C. P. S. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1977, 491. 137-149. 
(20) At gz, where there is no detectable line broadening, simulations 

indicate for either the one-oxygen or the two-oxygen model that the hyper
fine couplings would have to be larger than 5 G (16 MHz) to be noted; the 
hyperfine coupling from ENDOR was 7.1 MHz at gz. The single, narrow 
17O feature at gz also implies either that there is only one contributing "O 
or that the hyperfine contributions of two oxygens differ at gz by less than 
3 MHz. 

13MHz 

-7MHz I / M H Z 1 
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2.37 Fe+44BM 
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2.16 Fe+44BM 

1.97 ABM 

1.97 Fe+44BM 

- 4 0 4 8 
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Figure 2. Proton ENDOR spectra obtained at g-band (34.0 GHz). 
These spectra were taken at T = 1.7 K, with a frequency sweep rate of 
1.3 MHz/s, 3 /(W microwave power, RF of ~0.5 G p.t.p, 100 KHz 
field modulation of ~ 1 G p.t.p., and instrumental time constant of 0.2 
s. Spectra A, C, and F were obtained from Act-BLM in protonated 
solvent at g-values of 2.24, 2.16, and 1.97, respectively. Spectrum D 
was obtained from Act-BLM in deuterated solvent at g = 2.16. Spectra 
B, E, and G were obtained from Fe(III)-BLM in protonated solvent at 
g-values of 2.38, 2.16, and 1.97, respectively. Spectra A, B, C, E, F, 
and G took 5 min of signal averaging; D took 10 min. 

there was still evidence for strong couplings greater than 10 
MHz from both Act-BLM (spectrum 2C) and Fe(III)-BLM 
(spectrum 2E) although these features were not as well resolved 
as at gz. Spectrum 2D provides the ENDOR from a sample of 
Act-BLM prepared with deuterated solvent to show that the 
protons having couplings greater than ~5 MHz in spectrum 2C 
were indeed exchangeable protons. (Similarly, spectra taken 
a t 8z> 8y o r Sx from either Act-BLM or Fe(IH)-BLM prepared 
in deuterated solvent showed that any protons with couplings 
greater than 5 MHz were exchangeable. Fine detail of non-
exchangeable protons having couplings less than 5 MHz was 
observed with narrow frequency sweeps.) The exchangeable 
proton features with couplings > 10 MHz diminished as the field 
was moved from gy toward the minimal g-value gx (spectra 2F 
and 2G) and were entirely absent from Act-BLM with couplings 
> 10 MHz at gx. 

Proton ENDOR Discussion. A comparison of our exchange
able proton ENDOR spectra shows that the strongly coupled 
features have considerable hyperfine anisotropy; the couplings 
are largest and best resolved at gz and diminish in intensity and 
resolution as one goes to gx. Hyperfine anisotropy is to be 
expected from protons that can hydrogen bond to nitrogen or 
oxygen ligands of the metal when their major hyperfine 
interaction is an anisotropic dipolar interaction.21 The hyperfine 
coupling is of the order previously observed for the largest 
coupling of hydrogen-bonded, exchangeable water protons of 
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cytochrome P4506 and of [VO(H2O)S2+],22 where the coupling 
was along the metal to proton vector and where the bonding to 
the metal was n bonding. In the P450 case the maximal proton 
coupling was 10 MHz6 and in the [VO(H2O)S2+] case it was 15 
MHz.22 The majority of the coupling was anisotropic dipolar 
coupling but with ~'/3 arising from isotropic coupling. Esti
mates of proton metal distances were in the 2.5—2.9-A range. 

A dipolar interaction is largest along the metal-to-proton 
vector. Here the best defined and largest exchangeable proton 
couplings were near the gz direction, and the implication is that 
there are exchangeable protons attached to ligands along the gz 

axis. The gz direction for low-spin ferric heme has been 
determined from single-crystal EPR to be perpendicular to the 
delocalized 7r-electron heme plane in myoglobin low-spin 
complexes,233-13 in cytochrome c,23c and in cytochrome P450.23d 

It has been suggested that the delocalized jr-electron system of 
Fe-BLM provided by pyrimidine conjugated to amide is 
analogous to the conjugated jr-electron heme plane.3e The 
analogy to low-spin ferric heme predicts that the gz tensor 
direction of Act-BLM and Fe(III)-BLM ought to be the normal 
to the jr-electron-containing basal plane of bleomycin. The 
observation of large, well-resolved exchangeable proton features 
along the gz direction means that ligands with exchangeable 
protons are perpendicular to the plane containing the aromatic 
rings and double bonds. A model which assigns the primary 
amine and hydrogen-bonding oxygen ligands as axial ligands 
is consistent with well-resolved, large, exchangeable proton 
features from protons close to the gz direction.24 At gy where 
there is still some evidence for strongly coupled exchangeable 
protons, it is likely that the contribution of exchangeable protons 
in spectra 2C and 2E arises from in-plane secondary amine 

(21) Purely dipolar coupling along the metal-to-proton vector is Ig^cgifirJ 
(S3ZJ), where ge is the electronic g-value along that vector, /3e and /Jn are 
the respective electronic and nuclear Bohr magnetons, gn is the nuclear 
g-value (gn = 5.585) , h is Planck's constant, and R is the distance from 
metal to proton. 

(22) Mustafi, D.; Makinen, M. W. Inorg. Chem. 1988, 27, 3360-3368. 
(23) (a) Helcke\ G. A.; Ingram, D. J. E.; Slade, E. F. Proc. R. Soc. 

London, Ser. B 1961, 169, 275-288. (b) Hori, H. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 
1971, 251, 227-235. (c) Mailer, C; Taylor, C. P. S. Can. J. Biochem. 
1972, 50, 1048-1055. (d) Devaney, P. W., Ph.D. Thesis, Electron Spin 
Resonance of Single Crystals of Cytochrome P450 from Pseudomonas 
Putida University of Illinois, Urbana, IL, 1980. 

(24) Hydrogen-bonded protons of axial oxygen or nitrogen ligands 
probably do not lie precisely along the metal-to-ligand bond. We performed 
preliminary angle-selected proton ENDOR simulations using the theory of 
refs 13a—c and the g-values of Act-BLM. For simulations at a g-value of 
2.255 (near but not precisely at gz), a proton tilted 20° off the gz axis toward 
the gy direction with a dipolar coupling of A| = 13 MHz and A± = —6.5 
MHz yielded ENDOR features with splittings of ~13 and ~7.5 MHz. Such 
features are consistent with those observed near gz in Figure 2A. 

protons. The diminution of exchangeable proton intensity near 
gx (especially spectrum 2F of Act-BLM) implies mat the gx 

direction is perpendicular to the vectors from the iron to the 
exchangeable protons. 

Conclusions 

This Article shows the capability of ENDOR in delineating 
structure near the iron of bleomycin, especially in its reactive, 
activated form. Evidence for the nature of the activated oxygen 
of Act-BLM has been provided. The oxygen is not an oxyferryl 
oxygen. Its hyperfine coupling shows considerable anisotropy 
and there is the possibility of resolved quadrupolar coupling. 
Agreement between ENDOR results and EPR line shape is best 
if there is only one strongly coupled oxygen. Hyperfine 
coupling of exchangeable proton features is largest and best 
resolved along the gz axis; the implication is that most ligands 
with exchangeable protons are found along the gz axis. We 
suggest that the gz direction is the direction for ligation of amine 
and oxygen ligands which can form hydrogen bonds. 

This work is a start: more precise elucidation of 17O hyperfine 
and quadrupolar interactions, elucidation of the differences 
between proton hyperfine tensors on different ligands for Act-
BLM and Fe(III)-BLM, and elucidation of protons potentially 
involved in O—O bond breaking for Act-BLM and of perturba
tion by DNA will require numerous ENDOR spectra at different 
fields and a thorough application of angle-selected ENDOR 
theory patterned after ref 13. 
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